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Thank you from the B8 Team!

Thanks are due to the many early childhood stakeholders in Minnesota including: the
900+ people who have participated in meetings to learn more about our work to
transform the early childhood workforce in Minnesota; the over 250 people who filled
out a survey; and the 37 experts who served on our subcommittees to help us
incorporate all the feedback we have gathered.
Note: The "B8 Team" is the Birth to 8 Early Childhood Workforce Core Team - an
independent group of early childhood stakeholders and advocates that is organized
through the support of West Central Initiative and the McKnight Foundation. We are
working to develop a Minnesota plan to implement some of the recommendations
from the 2015 Institute of Medicine report, Transforming the Workforce for Children
Birth Through Age 8: A Unifying Foundation, and to connect that plan with the
recommendations from Minnesota’s Workforce Compensation Advisory Group Report.
We strongly believe that Minnesota needs qualified, diverse, supported and fairly
compensated early childhood educators.
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Connecting with Higher Education
Our first priority area is to develop and enhance programs in higher education for care and education
professionals so that Minnesota has a unified, statewide early childhood education system. We are currently
meeting with key deans of education departments in public, private and nonprofit institutes of higher
education and partnering with ACCESS and MnAECTE (Minnesota Association of Early Childhood Teacher
Educators) which represent faculty at our 2- and 4-year colleges and universities . We hope to create and
support mechanisms for collaboration among institutes of higher education, regulatory bodies, policy
makers, NAEYC and other stakeholders. Let us know if your department of education wants to get involved!
Future editions of this e-newsletter will provide updates about our other priority areas.

For more information visit: www.ecworkforcemn.org

